Introduction
The aim of this note is to provide an evaluation for a solution of a certain class of operator inequalities on ordered linear spaces, via the solutions of an associated operator equation. As an application, a number of integral inequalities, including the well-known Gronwall-Bellman's integral inequality (see e.g.,[3] p.37 ) as well as Pachpatte's integral inequality [4] are derived. Let X be a nonempty set and let < be an ordering on X (i.e., a reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive relation on X). A mapping T:X-X is said to be monotone iff x£=y implies Tx<Ty. Also, T:X-is called a normal mapping iff (a) T has a unique fixed point z = z(T)e X, (b) if xe X is such that x <Tx then x ¿z. Now, let X be a linear real space and let X+c X be a nonempty convex and pointed cone in X, that is
x,ygX+, A t fx > 0 imply J.x + pyeX+.
(ii) if x,ycX+, x+y = 0 then x = y = 0.
Let < be the ordering on X induced by the cone X^ + in the usual way (iii) x,yeX x <y if and only if y-x e X+.
Let X (reap. X + ) denotes the set F(X+,X) (reap. F(X+,X+)). Clearly, X is a linear real space and X+ is a nonempty convex and pointed cone in X . Denote also by <. the ordering on X induced by the cone X + as in (iii). Finally, for every T,U e X+, TU denotes the compositio between T and U (i.e., TU(x) = T(U(x)), for all xeX+).
Clearly, TU is an element of X+.
The main results
In what follows, X is a linear real space and X+ is a nonempty convex and pointed cone in X. Let {T^,T2}c)(+ be a couple of mappings. Consider the (abstract) operator inequality (O.I.) x< ^(x + -T2x). For many practical reasons, it is of interest to look for a limitation of a. solution of (0. where z is the (unique) fixed point of T1 + Tg. Proof. Let x be a solution of (0.1.) and put y = x + T9x. firstly, from (O.I.), x< T1y; on the other hand, clearly, xs x + T2x = y. These facts, combined with the monotonicity of T^ give y = x + TgX ^ T^y + T2y = (T1 + T2)(y) and therefore (from (2.2)) yiz, where z is the (unique) fixed point of T.j + 'j?g» Now, x<T^y, yiz, combined with the monotonicity of T^ give immediately the evaluation (A).
Q.B.I).
R e m a r k 2.1. Prom the evident inequality T1<T1+T2 we derive T^z^T^z + T2z = (T1 + T2)(z) = z and the conclusion of 'Theorem 2.1 may be re-formulated as "every solution x of (0.1.) satisfies
where z is the (unique) fixed point of + Of course, the evaluation (A) may be considered as being.finer than the evaluation (B); however, in many concrete situations, (A) and (3) give, practically, the same amount of informations about a solution of (O.I.). Now, let {T^ be a fini ' te system of mappings. Consider the (operator) inequality
that is, of course, a generalization of (O.I.). As above, we are interested to find a limitation of a solution of (O.li) via the solutions of a certain associated (operator) equation. In this direction, the main result of this note is the following Theorem 2.2. Suppose that (2.1') T^ is monotcne, for all i = 1,...,n, n (2.2') 2 T. is a normal mapping. i=1 1 -147 - It is important to observe that, in the reasonings involved in the proofs of the above theorems, the multiplication by scalars was not effectively used. This leads us to the conclusion that these results might be formulated in a more general setting, by replacing the ordered linear space X by an ordered set (X, s), endowed with an internal associative opera-2 tion + :X -^X, compatible, in a certain sense, with the ordering (i.e., (a) the internal operation "+" is a monotone mapping from X to X, (b) x<x+y, for every x,yeX). The details of such a construction will be given elsewhere.
Integral inequalities
The usefulness of the results presented in the above paragraph follows from the fact that a wide class of integral inequalities may be put under the form (0.1.) and respectively, (0.1.'). Some characteristic ej;¡maples of this kind will be treated below.
Let X (resp. X+) denotes the class of all continuous x:R+-R (resp. x:R+-^R+). Clearly, X+ is a nonempty convex and pointed cone in X. let aeX+ be a given positive continuous function and xQ>0 a positive constant. Then, we may define an operator T:X+-X+ by t (3.1) Tx(t) = xQ + J a(s)x(s)ds, teR+ 0 for all xeX+.
It is evident that T is monotone from X+ to X+. Another important property of this operator is expressed in Lemma 3.1. The mapping T is normal. Proof.
Firstly, it is clear that T has a unique fixed point z in X+, expressed as -149 -
On the other hand, let x 6 X+ satisfying x<Tx, i.e., t (q-jB)
x(t)<x0 + j a(sjx(s;.3s, t € R+.
Prom the well-known Grohwall-Bellman inequality (sea e.g. [33 p.37) we derive x <z, completing the proof. Q.E.B. Now, let •[a1,&?}C2+ be a given couple of positive continuous functions from into itself and x > C a positi-+ o ve constant. Consider the integral inequality t s (P)
x(t)<x0 + J a.,(s)(x(s) + J a2(r)x(r)dr)ds, t€R+. 0 0
Pachpatte [4] has proved that a solution of this integral inequality must satisfy the evaluation t s (E.P. ) x(t)<x0(l+J a^ j)exp(J'(a1(r)+a2(r))dr)as), t € R+. 0 0
Our first aim is to give a simplified proof of tnis assertion. More exactly, we may state and prove Theorem 3.1. Under the above notations! conventions, let x e X+ be a solution of (P). Then, necessarily, x satisfies the evaluation (E.P.).
Pro of. Let and T2 be mappings I'mra. X+ into itself defined, for every xsX by Proof. See Theorem 2.2. Remark 3.2. As in Remark 3.1, it follows that another useful evaluation for a solution x of (S) is t (E.S.') x(t) <x 0 exp(J (a^sJ+agCsJ+a^sJJds), teR + . 0 Finally, it should be noted that the above integral inequalities represent an useful instrument in the study of-some behavioral relationships (such as those concerning stability, boundedness and asymptotic behaviour) between the solutions of the integro-differential system t (I.D.S.j x'(t) = f(t,x(t), f k(t,s,x(s))ds), x(0) = 0 and its perturbed system 
